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Most forms of workplace surveillance involve the processing of personal data that is regulated by the UK
GDPR and DPA 2018. The UK GDPR requires that personal data must be processed lawfully, fairly and in a
transparent manner; it also must be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary concerning the
purposes for which it is processed.

Employers should ensure that they have undertaken a data protection impact assessment (DPIA) to
document the lawful basis for processing data, and informed employees that their files may be searched
before proceeding. They should also ideally have a clear policy on the use of electronic communications
systems, detailing when, how and for what purpose they may be monitored by the employer. In Q3 2023
the ICO produced new guidance on monitoring workers (https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/uk-gdpr-
guidance-and-resources/employment/monitoring-workers/) and on email and security (https://ico.org.uk/for-
organisations/uk-gdpr-guidance-and-resources/security/email-and-security/) which employers should bear
in mind during investigations. Employers should also be prepared to make the data collected through
employee monitoring available to employees, should the employee submit a data subject access request
under the DPA 2018.

The IPA 2016 makes it unlawful in certain circumstances to intercept a communication (such as one on an
employer’s telephone or computer network) in the course of its transmission in the UK. The IPA Regs 2018
set out the circumstances where, in a business context, such interception will be lawful. These include
monitoring or recording communications without consent to: establish the existence of facts; ascertain
compliance with the regulatory or self-regulatory practices or procedures relevant to the business;
ascertain or demonstrate standards which are or ought to be achieved by persons using the system; and
prevent or detect crime.

Covert surveillance can lead to a breach of an employee's right to privacy under the HRA 1998. The
employer will need to consider if covert surveillance is proportionate, which will depend on the facts of each
case. Employers should be careful not to use the investigation as an excuse to undertake a "fishing
expedition", and should avoid gathering material that is obviously personal, such as private messages and
diary entries (see question 8).
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